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Outskirts Press, United States, 2011. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 213 x 140 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Dream Jockey is a story about a fantastic
new mode of transportation called Star Line; battles with factions resolved to cripple and destroy
the new company, and a special, unique love affair between David Stevenson and his chief engineer,
Monica. Star Line proposed to magnetically levitate a shuttle and send it through a vacuum conduit.
Having eliminated air resistance, the craft would be free to achieve fantastic speeds very efficiently,
moving people, and goods much faster and cheaper than any airplane. United States continental
air travel will become obsolete if Star Line is allowed to complete trials. A shockwave of impending
doom passes through ranks of the established airline industry. An illegal underground organization
known only as the ACU, in secret collusion with airline industry will infiltrate and sabotage the new
company. Star line must be stopped by any means, at any cost! The forces of destruction move in
for the kill just as David prepares to make the first 400-mile run from Reno to Vegas. If successful the
trip will take less than twenty minutes. The...
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It is straightforward in read through safer to recognize. It really is full of knowledge and wisdom I am just easily could get a satisfaction of reading a
created pdf.
-- Mr . Sig r id Swa nia wski PhD-- Mr . Sig r id Swa nia wski PhD

Excellent eBook and beneficial one. It is amongst the most amazing pdf i actually have study. Your daily life period will likely be convert when you full
looking at this pdf.
-- Ja nelle K ub PhD-- Ja nelle K ub PhD
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